GRIP ADDITIVE
DESCRIPTION
EAGLE GRIP ADDITIVE is a non-hazardous additive that introduces slip resistance to any coating. The
material has a low density, allowing it to remain suspended in low-viscosity systems. The rounded particle
shape provides easier cleaning and a more pleasant feel on bare feet, which makes this product ideal for pool
decks and patios.
FEATURES
 Add to pigmented concrete sealers
 Add to clear concrete sealers
 Add to paver sealer
 Interior applications

 Pool decks
 Patios
 Water-borne or solvent-borne coatings

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL NON-SKID
APPLICATION
Pour the recommended amount (below) into the coating container and mix well. Do not add to first coat of
previously unsealed surface. Add to sealer for second coat. Apply the coating per the manufacturer’s
recommendations. The grip additive will slowly rise to the surface of the liquid coating. Therefore, periodic
mixing is recommended to maintain a homogenous mixture. More frequent mixing will be required in lowviscosity systems (mix approximately every 20-30 minutes). If this product is to be used in a sealer applied to
new or unsealed surfaces, a base coat of untreated sealer is recommended. This material will decrease the
gloss of the cured film.
Technical Data:
Density @ 25oC (g/cc):
Solids by weight:
DOT:
HMIS
Health
Reactivity

1
0

INGREDIENTS
Polypropylene

0.90
100%
Non-hazardous

Flash Point:
VOC:

N/A
0 g/L

Flammability 1
Protection
E

CAS # 9003-07-0

DISCLAIMER: Since manufacturer has no control over handling, use or storage; no guarantee expressed or implied, is offered. Eagle IFP warrants the product to be free of defects and will replace or
refund the purchase price of said products proven defective. Labor cost and/or other consequential damages are not covered by this warranty. Responsibility for claims of any kind is strictly limited to the
purchase price of the product. The suitability of the product for any extended use shall be solely up to the user.
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